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Making data DVDs and CDs has never been easier. Just select the files and folders you want
on the disc and burn! You don't need to be an expert. The program works automatically with
any DVD or CD drive, and any kind of disc.

DVD Author Plus is a professional application which allows users to store their data onto
DVDs.

Copying discs is just as easy, even if you only have one drive. Insert the disc, click "Copy",
and follow the instructions to make an exact duplicate. It's that simple! Back up your data CDs
and DVDs easily and quickly.

Use DVD Author Plus to create industry standard ISO image files. You can create an image
either from an existing CD / DVD, or from a collection of files . Image files can be burned to
disc to create a perfect copy of the original disc at any time. DVD Author Plus can also burn
ISO image files that you download.

key features

Create data DVDs and data CDs

Burn discs without needing any technical knowledge using the wizard interface

Verify discs after writing to ensure data integrity

Burn discs in the background while continuing to work on other programs

Copy your DVDs and CDs for backup purposes or to distribute your own discs

Create multiple copies of a single disc

Burn CD-R, CD-RW, DVD-R, DVD+R, DVD-RW, DVD+RW, mini-discs and business
card-sized discs

Quick-erase or fully erase any type of RW disc

system  requirements

500 MHz Processor

256 MB RAM Minimum

500 MB of hard disk space (additional space required if working with disk images)
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